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While solar panels are a known and lethal hazard for birds 47,000 gigantic solar panels immediately 
adjacent to a major reserve for waterfowl and other migrant birds could be a recipe for a large-scale 
tragedy which would reflect very badly upon those that authorized this appalling intrusion upon Southern 
England's premier shop-window for environmental and conservation.awareness.

None of us are against solar panels as such and a widely voiced criticism of your council is its failure to 
incentivise a wider take-up of solar panels on rooves or parking lots in already built-up areas. A conscious 
and conscientious application of panels on rooves would dwarf the over-rated contributions of this 
particular industrial scalpel into Otmoor.

The proposed conversion of Otmoor into an Industrial landscape would immediately confirm our country's 
unenviable reputation as "The Dirty Man of Europe" and most nature-depleted country in all of Europe.

Finally, the proposal before you includes plans for tall protective metal fencing around the factory. This 
will only serve to emphasize "Intrusion" and alienation in a landscape traditionally defined by low 
hedgerows and stone borders.

I implore you and your council to take all these observations very seriously - I am trying to articulate the 
outrage felt by many hundreds of
often shy or relatively inarticulate people.

Please listen to us and reject this proposal. 

Jonathan Kingdon 
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